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a History of the Persecution of Freemasons
Rev. Jonathon Baker was recently
Scotland, killing 16 children and a
appointed by the Archbishop of
teacher and wounding a further 14
Canterbury as Bishop of Ebbsfleet.
children and 3 teachers. As the event
Baker had been a 20 year member
was being reported, unfounded
of Apollo University Lodge at
speculation arose that the gunman
Oxford, where he joined while being
was a Mason, leading to a frenzy of
a student. However, what might
anti-Masonry in the media and calls
have been a cause for celebration,
for government investigation of
Dr. Williams’ previous position
the Masons. Cooper, who focuses
having been hostile to promoting
primarily on Scottish material,
Masons within the Anglican clergy,
ties these attacks to a tradition of
took a decidedly different turn
unfounded and malicious attacks
when members of the Church of
against the Fraternity stretching
England’s General Synod objected,
back to the late 17th century.
leading to Bro. Baker’s resignation
Cooper demonstrates that there has
form the Fraternity. Such action
been a recurrent pattern in antiis particularly deplorable has the
Masonry’s attacks, seeking to call
European Union’s Civil Rights court
it a ‘religion,’ and thus subject it
has found that: a) Freemasonry is
to clerical condemnation or as a
NOT a religion; b) it is NOT a
malicious “secret society”; c) discrimination against ‘secret society’ with nefarious, self-promoting motives
and, in the case of the Protocols of Zion forgery and
Masons as Masons is a violation of human rights.
Nazi persecution, elements of anti-Semitism. Indeed,
Sadly, Freemasons have been all too well aware of anti- Cooper notes that the failure to acknowledge that
Masonry and its relentless campaign of misinformation Freemasons were the targets of Nazi persecution as
and even violence against the Fraternity. Robert Freemasons is indicative of the inherent bias and
Cooper’s new book, The Red Triangle (which takes discrimination academia and the general public has
its name from the patch Masonic prisoners in German had against the Fraternity. The connections between
concentration camps were forced to wear), documents Nazism and anti-Semitism, of course, are well known
this history in sometimes painful and infuriating detail. and documented; but Freemasonry was Nazism first
Roger Cooper is the Curator of the Grand Lodge of target:
Scotland’s library and museum. He begins the book
"That Nazis made a distinction between
recounting a recent instance of ‘masonophobia’ which
Jews as a racial enemy of the German
touched him, and the Grand Lodge of Scotland,
people and Freemasons as ideological
directly. In 1996, a gunman opened fire at a school in
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(political) enemies is extremely
As the Nazis solidified their power and spread beyond
important…
Gregor SchwartzGermany’s borders, Masonic lodges were forced to
Bostunitsch (1883 - ?) was Eichmann’s
close, Masonic leaders were seized, and its property
first superior. He was a White Russian
confiscated. Yet this sad chapter of the Nazi terror has
and anti-Semite and a self-proclaimed
been generally neglected or omitted from histories of
expert on Freemasonry, Jews, and
the Holocaust.
Bolshevism. He was in charge of
Cooper devotes much of The Red Triangle to
the largest department within the SD
identifying and deconstructing masonophobic articles
[Sicherheitsdienst (‘Security Service’)]
and attacks in the Scottish press. Indeed, he notes that
which included the museum, library
one of his intended purposes in writing this book is
and an archive (including the card index
to document such material so that it will not be lost
on which Eichmann was assisting in
or forgotten. Frankly, it makes painful and infuriating
compiling). The card index of German
reading. In light of Bro. Baker’s resignation, however,
Freemasons eventually totaled 200,000
it is particularly timely. Grand lodges and Masons
entries.
been increasingly open to public view; nevertheless,
Schwartz-Bostunitch perceived, the
willful ignorance and bigotry remain a persistent
Masonic effect to be of paramount
problem and concern. It is sad that Bro. Baker chose
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importance
in the work of the SD.
to drop his membership in the Fraternity rather than
After working on the card index
use his new position as an opportunity to further public
system, Eichmann was transferred
understanding of Freemasonry. Instead, detractors
to the museum where he catalogued
are already pointing to his resignation as ‘proof’ that
Masonic artefacts. He also prepared
Freemasonry is “inconsistent” with Christianity and
a Masonophobic exhibition in order
thus suspicious in character. It is unlikely any amount
to educate members of the SS as to
of information and openness will satisfy those who
the seriousness of the threat posed by
want to hate and fear Freemasonry. But for those who
Freemasonry… Eichmann’s office was
still have open minds, The Red Triangle is an important
within the museum which was named
contribution toward setting the record straight.
the ‘St. John’s Room’ the significance
Robert L.D. Cooper, The Red Triangle: A History of
of which will not escape Freemasons."
Anti-Masonry (Lewis Masonic 2011, $ 29.95 USD)
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